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david cook (and yes, he is the winner of
american idols seventh season) certainly
knows his way around a good song. his first
album, analog heart, came out pre-idol, and
his last album, digital vein, nicely book-
ended that chapter of cook's career. with
chromance, he is starting fresh. i was a rock
guy, but the further away ive gotten from
that, the more ive opened up and found
inspiration in the peripherals. i wouldnt have
had the courage earlier in my career, but
now i have the confidence to go after the
sound i want. after spending years in new
york learning and performing other
musicians works, i began to re-dedicate time
specifically for writing, cook says. i found
myself slowly absorbing all the different
beautiful musical influences surrounding me
and channeling them into tunes of my own.
itll take me years to fully process everything
ive heard and learned lately, but i decided a
good place to start was through the palette
of the classic piano trio setting. mark ferber
and matt clohesy have been frequent rhythm
section band mates of mine in different
settings; they have such a good hookup that
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all i needed to do was write some tunes and
get in the studio together. david cook is a
senior advisor for pure financial advisors.
david uses his deepknowledge of financial
markets and planning strategies, along with
his passionfor helping people, to assist his
clients in achieving success and comfort in
theirfinancial lives. while working with clients
to navigate some of the most
difficultfinancial landscapes seen in many
generations, david discovered that it is
nolonger a luxury to choose a trusted ethical
advisor who has the clients bestinterest at
heart; it is imperative. with that in mind, he
brings a consultativeand educational
approach to helping clients make some of
the most importantfinancial decisions of their
lives.
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Fogerty says that Cook and Clifford tried to
get him to listen to their music on cassette.
They thought Id listen to it and they could

get songs to me. Hates to say it, hes like, if
you see my hand, its got a gun in it, so youll

never get anything good. Id say no to
everyone, actually. I loved the whole idea of

making a record that wasnt written by
someone else. I dont know where to put this
but we were given a cat, and its name was
Electric Lady, and it was a lady who left a
message on our answering machine. Hes

also persuaded me to go to a private session
with a good musical psychic, who hes said
would tell me my destiny over the phone. I
dont think I was really convinced by all of

this. I went and had a session with her, and
she said that one of these days if I werent

really sure of my decision to record an
album, I should do it. And she said that if I
were to go to him to find the songs, he had

all the songs, and that she wouldnt be telling
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me this. Cook and Clifford say that he has
always hidden behind Cloud Nine. But on this
album, he shows his true colors by making a

few nice bluesy harmonies for the likes of
Baby Gail. He plays dulcimer and plays his

song in a church somewhere during the
sessions. If you can pick up on what hes

singing you cant fail to notice hes singing it
in a church voice. After the sessions he

writes a song called Long Hard Road, and
thats more of a love song. He also wrote

Burning Love, which he finds embarrassing.
Cook appeared on the CW teen drama
Gossip Girl in the series fourth season,

appearing as Josh Abrams, the lead singer of
a band that's a firm #1 on the hit song "It's

Gonna Be Me". In December 2009, Cook
teamed up with Jonny Buckland to form the
band Camp Cope. His debut album, Yours,

My Friend, was released on April 27, 2010. In
late 2010, Cook joined synthpop quintet

American Hi-Fi to appear on the album The
Faded, a soundtrack to Tim Burton's 2010

revival of the Beetlejuice musical.
5ec8ef588b
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